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About This Game

Sorceror's apprentice Anton accidentally causes mayhem right before his magic exam: when his robe gets caught on a
teleporter's lever, its destination is changed, and now he has to face a much more challenging test of his budding magical skills

than originally planned. Luckily, his master manages to throw a handful of scrolls through the portal, so Anton still has a chance
to learn four useful spells that may help him to find his way back home.

In 80 exciting and challenging Match 3 levels with bubble shooter elements Anton has to face his hardest test so far in a
beautiful setting – will he manage to find the teleporter that will take him back to his master?

FEATURES

Exciting story in a world full of magic and adventure.

80 challenging Match 3 levels

Four helpful magic spells

Fun bubble shooter elements

Beautiful Full HD graphics
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Been playing this since the PSX, always loved the graphical style and 2.5D gameplay. May not be for everyone, it has not aged
well visually. I am just happy to see more and more of games like these making it to Steam.. I adore this game. It has charm
similar to that of Stardew Valley. There isn't a ton to do, but what you can do is super fun. There are people to help or hurt,
villages to take over (or not), many sea battles to take part in, and ships to expand into. Definitely worth the price.. A vivid and
bold art style that pays homage to classics like Metal Slug and more modern games like Cuphead. The difficulty is paced
properly and a level up system is present, allowing options like increase you ship speed to gaining an extra life. I would
recommend this to shmup fans and players who are interested in the genre and looking for a starting game.. So far this has been
an amazing game, almost like a combo of Kerbal Space Program and Titan A.E, with a bit of ridiculousness involving bombing
stations with igloos and oversized boxing gloves. Although it's currently short on content, it's dynamic destruction and generally
fun gameplay give it tons of replay value at the moment. Definitely buy!

TL;DR: Kerbal Space Katamari.. LOVE IT. It is my current productivity killer.

- Lots of good old fashion simple fun.
- Good difficulty progression .
- Doesn't take itself to seriously. The AI bot provides a bit of comendy without being over bearing.
- Clever level design with lots of variety
- Fun theme.

I am constantly on the look out for these types of games.
Highly recommended.. if you are looking for dog fighting this is your game.
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If the game has Hitler and Lord Gaben, give it a 10/10.. Can't knock it. For $2 you get about 2 hours of "gameplay". Just set the
character speed to 40 and hit play. It's like an anime, but with less artwork and animation. I say it was $2, but when you factor in
the value of the cards I got, it comes out to 83 cents. This is a game where, if you get lucky and get a rare card, you can actually
profit.

Storywise, it's a vanilla love story. Nothing really exciting happens and literally 3 of the characters are actually ever shown.

And no, there is no 18+ patch or anything like that.. This is like a very fast, mobile (and agile) version of Skyfront! Maps are
beautiful in a cartoony sort of style, and the movement mechanic is much quicker than in Skyfront - it feels kind of like the
mobility in Sprint Vector (no arm-swinging, however - you use airguns in both hands similar to Skyfront). Great feeling game!

I wish there were people online to play against - the bots are a lot of fun but a community is really what this game needs. My
suggestion - give a free trial license to some arcades, maybe set up some tournament events or something.. ANOTHER GOOD
IDEA DESTROYED BY POOR GAME CONTROLS FEATURES:

I hated this game controls features and the tabs seem to work fine to order the villagers to work but to get direct control of a
villager for direct action it seem to work not that well or it was just too hard to understand how to do it. Without any tutorial to
help understand this game is not that fun the way it works do to poor key control and no cool click and click to build or battle
enemy. There are way to many game that work fine an this game has way to of basic game design control to even pass as a good
game, these issue have been done away with way back in far older game design features.

There was no click on each character tab of each villager a separate tab of each person the controls where so ignorant to even
use that I found myself getting so angry at the game the whole idea that seem to be so cool just diminished to I give up.. I may
be a little biased because I've never really been a fan of racing games but I know a poorly made game when I see one and god is
this one of them. The graphics are subpar and the game doesn't even do anything to make up for that, it's just your typical bare
bones racing game. For some reason they felt the need to not have standard controls and don't have a tutorial or even a place on
the menu to tell you what the controls are or how the game works. Your car also seems to just blow up randomly I'm still not
sure why.
Don't even waste your time on this game even if you enjoy racing.. Its what youve always wanted. Interesting Idea
+Okay Price

-Badly developed
-Guns feel like peashooters
-Gives an achievement "Headshot!" But headshots do as much damage as bodyshots.
-Not good

1/5

Decent price, interesting Idea, terribly made. Nothing in this game feels good aside from the idea. It's like you're shooting a
Nerf gun and your enemies fall down because they pity you.

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and decent VR titles.
And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles. 

. This is for the fans of anachronistic, reference-laden, high-brow (somewhat) humor that is largely derived from a reading
experience.
So for those that enjoy this kind of wit, it is unbelieveably entertaining, and an absolute must-have. But for those that don't, I
imagine it would seem quite boring.
Take-home lesson: know thyself, bro.
I would, however, suggest a sale purchase--at times it seems too minimalistic to justify the $12 price tag. I loved it all the same,
however, and continue to open it up whenever I'm feeling like a clever, light-hearted narrative.. Sorry, but I want my money
back. This game is a cuddly rabbit game, which is pretty nice in the first level. Getting to the second level you recognize that
you can't get through this without hating anyone who made it. I tried the same point nearly 20 times but jumping and walking is
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a difficult thing at some points. if you press "jump" it can be that it works or you get an annoying sound or the rabbit jumps
after 5 seconds. This is pretty useless in a jump and run game.
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